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Abstract
Control Law Design and Validation for a Helicopter In-Flight Simulator
Brian T. Fujizawa
In-flight simulation allows one aircraft to simulate the dynamic response of another
aircraft. A control system designed to give RASCAL, a JUH-60A Black Hawk helicopter
based at Moffett Field, CA, in-flight simulation capabilities has been designed, optimized
and validated in this research. A classical explicit model following control system with
a frequency dependent feedback controller was used. The frequency dependent controller
allows model following of the attitude in the short term and the velocity in the long term.
Controller gains were optimized using a high order, linearized model of UH-60 dynamics.
Non-linear simulations of the control laws were performed, first on a desktop computer
based simulation, then in the RASCAL development facility, a hardware-in-the-loop sim-
ulator. Comparing quantitative results of the non-linear simulations with the results of
the optimization using the linearized model ensured that the control system designed with
the linearized model was valid in non-linear environments. Finally, a piloted evaluation in
the hardware-in-the-loop simulator was performed to obtain qualitative information on the
behavior of the control laws.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 In-Flight Simulation
An in-flight simulator is an aircraft and flight control system which have been modified to
reproduce the dynamic response of an aircraft one wishes to simulate. In-flight simulators
provide the ability to test aircraft under development early in the design process to ensure
the handling qualities are acceptable as the S-76 SHADOW did for the RAH-66 Comanche
program [1]. They can be used to test flight control system improvements as the UH-60
RASCAL helicopter did for the UH-60M upgrade program [2]. They also allow simulation of
uncommon flight conditions which might otherwise be difficult to simulate such as landing
the space shuttle [3]. Additionally, in-flight simulators can be used for handling qualities
research, as a Bell 205 was used to develop the ADS-33 shipboard landing requirements [4].
Currently, ground based simulators are used to perform much of this research, how-
ever, they have some shortcomings. First, the visual cues in a ground based simulator are
synthetic while those of an in-flight simulator are real. Also, the motion cues of an in flight
simulator are real, though limited by the dynamic response and operating limitations of
the host aircraft. The motion cues of ground based simulators are limited by the actuators
and washout due to the finite range of motion. While ground based simulators are safe and
reliable, the added realism of in-flight simulation can be of great benefit to flight control
research and handling qualities research.
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1.2 History of In-Flight Simulation
In-flight simulation is a subset of variable stability research. Variable stability aircraft
allow the handling qualities of the aircraft to be changed in flight. In-flight simulation
takes this further by requiring that the modified handling qualities track those of another
aircraft. Fixed-wing variable stability research began after World War II and was used
extensively to improve the handling qualities of aircraft. Extensive fixed-wing in-flight
simulation research has been performed at Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (later Calspan,
Veridian, and General Dynamics) [5] and at NASA Dryden Flight Research Center [6].
Helicopter variable stability and in-flight simulation research has historically lagged
behind fixed-wing research. One of the first variable stability helicopters was a modified
Bell 47 developed by the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) in the 1960s [7]. The
first variable stability helicopter in the US, a modified US Navy CH-46A which had variable
stability in the pitch and roll axes, was not developed until 1972 [8].
1.3 Helicopter In-Flight Simulators
The first generation of helicopter in-flight simulators were developed in Canada, Germany,
and the US. By 1971, the NRC used a modified Bell 205 as a dedicated in-flight simulator [7].
The German Aerospace Center (DLR) began modifying a Bo-105 in 1982 and had it flying
as an in-flight simulator by the mid-1980s [9]. In the US, a joint NASA/US Army group
developed an in-flight simulator on a modified CH-47B in the 1980s [10]. All of these first
generation in-flight simulator suffered from limitations: the Bell 205 had a teetering rotor,
the Bo-105 was restricted to operate above 50 ft in hover and 100 ft in forward flight, and
the CH-47B had high inertia meaning it could not easily simulate smaller and more agile
aircraft [11].
Beginning in the late 1980s, work began on the second generation in-flight simula-
tors. The NRC developed the Advanced Systems Research Aircraft, a modified Bell 412;
the DLR developed the Active Control Technology/Flying Helicopter Simulator, a modified
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EC135; and Japan’s National Aerospace Laboratory (now part of Japan Aerospace Explo-
ration Agency) developed the MuPAL-, a modified Mitsubishi MH2000A. The US does not
currently have in-flight simulation capabilities.
1.4 RASCAL
The Rotorcraft Aircrew Systems Concepts Airborne Laboratory (RASCAL), shown in Fig-
ure 1.1, is a highly modified, variable stability JUH-60A Black Hawk helicopter based at
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field. Some of the modifications include a programmable,
full-authority, fly-by-wire control system for the evaluation pilot, research and precision nav-
igation instrumentation, and a system operator/researcher station. Currently, RASCAL is
used to research new cockpit hardware and to investigate rotorcraft handling qualities [11].
Figure 1.1: RASCAL
1.5 Previous Work
Previous work [12] performed preliminary design for in-flight simulation control laws for
use on RASCAL, selecting the explicit model following control system architecture. In this
preliminary design work, two different inverse plant models were compared and a frequency
3
dependent feedback controller was developed. Additionally, piloted simulations were per-
formed with a linear aircraft model.
1.6 Purpose and Organization of Thesis
The purpose of this thesis was to build on the previous work to design and validate control
laws which provide RASCAL with in-flight simulation capabilities. This consisted of first
selecting the control law architecture, developing a feedback controller, and developing a
high-fidelity linear analysis model of RASCAL including the bare airframe dynamics, mixer
matrices and actuator models, computational delays, and sensor and filter models. The
control system was optimized using requirements from several performance standards and
custom specifications. The optimized system was then tested, first in a non-linear simulation
environment, then in a hardware-in-the-loop simulator. Frequency response identification
using frequency sweep data from both simulations was used to ensure that the system
designed around a linear model would work in non-linear environments. Finally, pilots flew
the control laws in the hardware-in-the-loop simulator for a qualitative evaluation of the
control laws.
This thesis is arranged in several chapters. Chapter 2 gives a brief discussion of the
software tools used throughout the research. Chapter 3 details the structure of the control
system and Chapter 4 discusses the optimization process including the specifications used to
constrain the problem. Chapter 5 presents the quantitative metrics used for validation and
presents predicted limits of performance for a RASCAL based in-flight simulator. Chap-
ter 6 describes the preliminary desktop computer non-linear simulation while Chapter 7
describes the hardware-in-the-loop simulation. Finally, Chapter 8 presents conclusions and
suggestions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Software Tools
This chapter gives a brief overview of the unique software tools used throughout this re-
search. These tools were needed for control law optimization, real-time simulation, fre-
quency response identification, and validation.
2.1 CONDUIT R©
The Control Designer’s Unified Interface (CONDUIT R©), developed by the US Army Aero-
flightdynamics Directorate (AFDD), is a tool that allows rapid design, analysis and op-
timization of control laws for fixed or rotary-wing aircraft [13]. CONDUIT R© uses spec-
ifications based on ADS-33 [14], MIL-STD-1797 [15], and MIL-DTL-9490 [16] or custom
specifications to define the desired performance of the system. CONDUIT R© tunes the de-
sign parameters within the system in order to meet all the specifications with minimum
over-design, e.g. over-driving the actuators.
2.2 CIFER R©
Comprehensive Identification from Frequency Response (CIFER R©) developed by AFDD
is an integrated facility for frequency response based system identification [17]. CIFER R©
consists of six core modules, three of which were used for this research: FRESPID, COM-
POSITE, and NAVFIT. FRESPID was used to identify frequency responses from time
5
history data and COMPOSITE was used to improve the identified frequency responses.
NAVFIT was used to identify a low order transfer functions fit of frequency responses.
2.3 RIPTIDE
Real-time Interactive Prototype Technology Integration/Development Environment (RIP-
TIDE) is a workstation-based simulation environment that allows real-time, visual, full-
flight-envelope, pilot-in-the-loop simulation [18]. RIPTIDE allows Simulink R© block dia-
grams to be quickly converted into executable code and implemented in the simulation
environment. Additionally, RIPTIDE can interface with non-linear helicopter math models
such as GenHel.
2.4 GenHel
The General Helicopter Flight Dynamics Simulation (GenHel) is a total force, non-linear,
large angle, single main-rotor, helicopter model developed by Sikorsky that is applicable
over the entire flight envelope [19]. Included in the model are the six rigid body degrees
of freedom, main-rotor rigid-blade flapping and lagging, non-linear lag damping, and hub
rotational degrees of freedom.
2.5 FORECAST
Full Order Rotorcraft Evaluation Code and Simulation Tool (FORECAST) is used to gen-
erate a high-order, linear, time invariant mathematical model of a UH-60 helicopter [20].
The mathematical model used in FORECAST is based on that developed for GenHel and
the equations of motion are formulated as a set of non-linear first order ordinary differential
equations. Using finite difference approximations, the equations of motion can be linearized
and a high order model can be extracted.
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Chapter 3
Control Law Design
This research uses the classical explicit model following control law architecture shown
in Figure 3.1 which has previously been used on the NASA/US Army CH-47B in-flight
simulator [10] and on several of Germany’s in-flight simulators [9, 21, 22]. This architecture
consists of the command model, the inverse plant, the host aircraft, the feedback controller
and equivalent time delay.
Figure 3.1: Explicit model following control system
In model following control, each control axis is associated with a state to be followed,
e.g. the lateral cyclic is used to follow the roll rate of the simulated aircraft. All the states
related to a control axis may be kinematically related such that perfect following of one
state will result in perfect following of the other, or they may be dynamically related, in
which perfect following of one does not guarantee perfect following of the other. An example
of kinematically related states are roll rate and roll attitude which are related by p = φ˙ for
small angles. An example of dynamically related states are roll attitude and lateral velocity
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since the dynamics that relate φ and v are approximated by:
v˙ ∼= Yvv + gφ (3.1)
where Yv is the lateral velocity damping term. Therefore, φ and v can be followed simul-
taneously only if Yv is the same for the command model and the host aircraft. However,
it is possible to follow dynamically related states over different frequency ranges using a
frequency dependent feedback controller (see Section 3.1.5). Table 3.1 shows the model
following states and frequency range of interest for each control axis.
Table 3.1: Control axes and associated model following state
Control Axis State Freq. Range of Interest
Lateral cyclic
p 1–10 rad/s
v 0.1–1 rad/s
Longitudinal cyclic
q 1–10 rad/s
u 0.1–1 rad/s
Collective w 0.1–2 rad/s
Pedals r 1–10 rad/s
The following sections discuss the elements of the classical explicit model following
control system as well as other features included in the control system. The final Simulink R©
block diagram is shown in Figure 3.8 at the end of this chapter.
3.1 Explicit Model Following Control System
3.1.1 Command Model
The command model is a mathematical representation of the simulated aircraft dynamics.
This model can be in either state-space or transfer function form and can represent the bare
airframe dynamics or the end-to-end response of an aircraft and its control system.
This research focuses on a simple, decoupled, transfer function model which is known
to have good handling qualities. The transfer functions representing the attitude responses
for the lateral and longitudinal axes are second order while those for the vertical and direc-
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tional axes are first order. The transfer functions are implemented in Simulink R© in canonical
form which provides the rate and acceleration signals without the need for a differentiator.
Figure 3.2 shows the block diagram of the lateral axis command model which models the
dynamics of Equations 3.2–3.5:
φ
δlat
=
ω2n
s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2n
(3.2)
p ≈ φ˙ (3.3)
v
φ
≈ v˙
p
≈ g
s− Yv (3.4)
p˙ ≈ Lβ1sβ1s (3.5)
Figure 3.2: Lateral axis canonical transfer function command model
Equation 3.2 represents the second order attitude dynamics of the simulated roll
response to a lateral cyclic input used in the command model. Equation 3.3 is the small
angle approximation. Equation 3.4 approximates the body-axis velocity and acceleration.
Equation 3.5 is used to approximate the rotor flapping angle from a known roll acceleration
and a differentiator is needed to obtain the rotor flapping angular rate. The rotor flap states
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are included as a replacement for p¨ for use in the inverse (Section 3.1.3) because rotor states
can be measured while p¨ is rarely measured.
3.1.2 Host Aircraft
The host aircraft is the aircraft that the pilot will actually be flying which, for this research,
is RASCAL (a UH-60). During design and optimization, the host aircraft was represented
by a high-order, linearized, mathematical model.
The aircraft dynamics in this research for optimization and linear analysis are mod-
eled by a 39-state, physics based, fully coupled, state-space FORECAST model linearized
about the hover condition, the states of which are shown in Table 3.2. In addition to the
aircraft dynamics, the host model includes the actuator dynamics of two sets of actuators,
the sensor and filter dynamics, and the computational delays.
Table 3.2: Linearized aircraft dynamic model states
Body states u, v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, ψ
Rotor flap states β˙0, β˙1s, β˙1c, β0, β1s, β1c
Rotor lag states ζ˙0, ζ˙1s, ζ˙1c, ζ0, ζ1s, ζ1c
Rotor torsion states φdyn, φ˙dyn
Aerodynamic inflow states λ, λ1s, λ1c, λt, νx, νy
Engine states Ψ, Ω, NG, Wf
Aerodynamic phase lag statesa
a there are six aerodynamic phase lag states
For the simulation portions of this research, the host is modeled by the non-linear
GenHel model. The same actuator, sensor, and filter models used for the optimization are
used for the desktop simulation. For the hardware-in-the-loop simulation, the actuators
and sensor/filter dynamics are modeled by the flight control computer.
3.1.3 Inverse Plant Model
The inverse plant model is included to “cancel” the host aircraft dynamics by predicting
the appropriate commands to force the host aircraft to respond with the simulated aircraft
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dynamics. A diagonalized inverse, which uses a decoupling matrix to diagonalize the plant,
was used in this research.
To determine the decoupling matrix, the aircraft dynamics model was first reduced
to a six degree-of-freedom model. The appropriate rows of the B-matrix, those correspond-
ing to w, p, q, and r are collected into a 4× 4 matrix. The decoupling matrix is the matrix
that removes the off-axis terms from this reduced B-matrix as shown in Equation 3.6. This
equation can easily be solved for the decoupling matrix using matrix algebra. This decou-
pling matrix is placed directly before the host aircraft so as to remove control coupling due
to the B-matrix.

Zδlat Zδlon Zδcol Zδped
Lδlat Lδlon Lδcol Lδped
Mδlat Mδlon Mδcol Mδped
Nδlat Nδlon Nδcol Nδped

Decoupling
Matrix
 =

0 0 Zδcol 0
Lδlat 0 0 0
0 Mδlon 0 0
0 0 0 Nδped

(3.6)
For a diagonalized inverse, only the on-axis bare airframe responses of the diagonal-
ized host model (decoupler + host) are needed and each axis has a separate inverse transfer
function. The NAVFIT program in CIFER R© is used to fit low order transfer functions to
these diagonalized bare airframe responses. First order transfer function fits are easy to
implement and are sufficient for the vertical and directional axes. However, first order fits
for pitch and roll are only accurate at low frequencies as the pitch and roll response are
effectively second order. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3 which compares first and second
order fits with the lateral axis bare airframe. Also notice in Figure 3.3 that even the sec-
ond order fit is only good between 1–10 rad/s which indicates that only these mid-frequency
dynamics will be accurately inverted.
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Figure 3.3: First and second order fit of roll rate
The second order fit for the lateral axis takes the form:
p
δlat
=
K
s2 + d1s+ d2
(3.7)
which is inverted and rearranged and transformed into the time domain to give:
δlat =
1
K
(p¨+ d1p˙+ d2p) (3.8)
Equation 3.8 shows that the predicted δlat is a function of p, p˙, and p¨ from the command
model however, the command model does not provide p¨. Instead the rotor flapping rate is
used to approximate p¨ with the following relation:
p¨ ≈ Lβ1s β˙1s (3.9)
The rotor flapping rate is used because aircraft are more likely to be equipped with rotor
state measurement system than jerk sensors.
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3.1.4 Equivalent Time Delay
The equivalent time delay is included to account for delays in the forward path such as
computational delays, sampling delays, filtering delays, and aircraft delays. Additionally, it
accounts for high frequency dynamics which are not modeled by the inverse and appear in
the response as time delays. The time delay can be calculated by comparing the commanded
state with the measured state and using frequency domain arithmetic to divide the measured
response by the commanded response, e.g.
(p/δlat)m
(p/δlat)c
. The resulting response represents the
error between the signals and should have a magnitude of roughly 0 dB and show phase roll
off at higher frequencies which can be fit with a time delay as shown in Figure 3.4. The fit
shown in Figure 3.4 represents a time delay of τ = 0.0894 s.
Figure 3.4: Equivalent time delay
3.1.5 Feedback Controller
Since the inverse plant model can only accurately cancel the short-term (mid-frequency)
plant dynamics, a feedback controller is required to reduce the long-term (low-frequency)
error. Similar to the diagonalized inverse plant model, each axis has a controller with
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers for the pitch, roll and yaw axes and a
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proportional-integral (PI) controller in the heave axis. For the PID controllers, the rate
signals (p, q, and r) are used as the derivative signals once again using the small angle
approximation.
In addition to the PID and PI controllers, feedback cross-feed gains are used to
improve control of the off-axis responses due to the A-matrix. The cross-feeds add a control
input which is proportional to an off-axis host aircraft measurement. Cross-feeds are used
to minimize the following off-axis responses: (1) pitch rate due to lateral cyclic (p feedback
to longitudinal cyclic), (2) roll rate due to pedal (r feedback to lateral cyclic), and (3)
pitch rate due to pedal (r feedback to longitudinal cyclic). These cross-feeds work with the
decoupler to remove off-axis responses.
The controller as described above can only follow p, q, w, and r but as indicated
in Table 3.1, is desirable to follow u and v as well. Velocity following is accomplished by
closing an additional loop around the lateral and longitudinal attitude controllers with PI
controllers for u and v. The output of these velocity controllers forms an additional attitude
command that is used to drive the inner attitude loop. Since the velocity controllers have
low crossover frequencies, there is little high frequency attitude command from the velocity
controller. At low frequencies, the attitude command from the command model will be
negligible compared to the attitude command from the velocity controller. This setup
allows velocities to be followed at low frequencies and attitude to be followed at mid and
high frequencies. The lateral axis feedback controller is shown in Figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5: Lateral axis frequency dependent feedback controller
Also notice the washout between the velocity controller and the derivative gain of the
attitude controller. This filter acts as a differentiator over the frequency range of interest
of the velocity controller. This helps to keep the attitude and rate commands from the
velocity controller kinematically consistent over this frequency range.
Figure 3.6 shows the effect of the frequency dependent feedback controller on the
model following performance. Good model following is represented by how close the ac-
tual response (‘on’ or ‘off’) is to the commanded response (‘cmd’). Each has a different
frequency range where it is desirable to have good model following; for p it is between 1
and 10 rad/s while for v it is between 0.1 and 1 rad/s. Figure 3.6a shows that the with the
velocity controller on, there is degradation in the low frequency roll rate model following.
However, recall that the frequency range of interest for attitude model following is between
1 and 10 rad/s and the velocity has little effect in this frequency range. Figure 3.6b shows
that with the velocity controller on, the low frequency lateral velocity model following is im-
proved within the frequency range of interest (0.1–1 rad/s). This is the fundamental trade-off
associated with the frequency dependent feedback controller.
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(a) p model following (b) v model following
Figure 3.6: Effect of frequency dependent controller on model following
3.2 Additional Design Considerations
3.2.1 Integral Gains
Initial analysis found that the optimization did not adequately tune the integral gains but in-
stead drove them to 0.0001, the smallest value a design parameter can have in CONDUIT R©.
This was due to the insensitivity of these gains with respect to the selected specifications (see
Section 4.2). The problem arose because the specifications focus on the short term response
while the integral gain affects the long term response, i.e. steady-state error. To ensure
that the integral gains had reasonable values, they were constrained to the corresponding
proportional gain i.e. Kφi ∝ Kφ. Using a integral to proportional gain ratio of between
ωc
10
and
ωc
5
ensures that the integral gains are effective yet not so large as to adversely effect
the phase margin. A ratio of
ωc
8
follows this guideline while providing sufficient damping
to meet other requirements.
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3.2.2 Actuator Activity
Initial analysis also found that the actuator RMS was high, exceeding the specification’s level
1 value. This was due to high-frequency content in the forward path exciting the actuators.
To reduce the actuator RMS, second-order Butterworth filters were placed on the output of
the inverse plant. A filter cutoff frequency of 40 rad/s provided a good compromise between
actuator activity and the additional time delay added by the filter.
3.2.3 Longitudinal Model Following
A first-order Butterworth filter was placed at the output of the velocity controller in the
longitudinal axis to minimize the effect the center of rotation with respect to the center
of gravity in the longitudinal velocity shown in Figure 3.7a. Since the mode is at about
2.5 rad/s, it had no effect in the velocity controller but it did effect the attitude response since
the output of the velocity controller provides an additional pitch attitude command to the
attitude controller. By including this filter, the pitch rate model following was improved as
shown in Figure 3.7b.
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(a) u/δlon (b) q/δlon
Figure 3.7: Butterworth filter on u-axis feedback
The cutoff frequency of the filter was set as an additional design parameter of the
optimization since including the filter hand an effect on several of the specifications that
were being used for the optimization (see Section 4.3).
3.2.4 Feedback to Inverse
Recall that the velocity controllers output an attitude command to the attitude controller in
addition to the command from the command model. To ensure kinematic consistency, this
attitude command from velocity is put through a lead filter which approximates a derivative
to give the angular rate for the attitude controller. This same angular rate command from
velocity is sent back to the inverse plant model to keep the commanded angular rates
consistent in the inverse and the feedback controller.
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Figure 3.8: In-flight simulation control laws
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Chapter 4
Control Law Optimization
4.1 Optimization via CONDUIT R©
The model following control system described previously was optimized using CONDUIT R©.
The control system architecture was defined in Simulink R© with design parameters that were
to be tuned by the optimization. Specifications were selected to define the performance
requirements of the system. These specifications are divided into three regions which cor-
respond to the Cooper–Harper [23] handling qualities rating scale: level 1 - satisfactory
without improvement, level 2 - deficiencies warrant improvement, and level 3 - deficiencies
require improvement. These specifications can be one of three types: hard constraints, soft
constraints, or objectives. Hard constraints generally define the stability requirements of
the system, the soft constraints define the performance requirements, and the objectives
define the cost of feedback. During the optimization process, there are three phases. In the
first phase, the design parameters are tuned to such that all hard constraints are in level 1.
In the second phase, the design parameters are tuned so that all specifications are in level
1. In the third phase, the design parameters are tuned to drive objective specifications as
deep into the level 1 region as possible without violating any of the other constraints. This
reduces over-design and over-driving the actuators.
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4.2 Specifications
Specifications define the required performance of the control system and serve as constraints
during the optimization process. Specifications come from a variety of sources including:
ADS-33E-PRF [14], military rotorcraft handling qualities; MIL-DTL-9490E [16], general
flight control characteristics; MIL-STD-1797A [15], fixed-wing handling qualities; or custom
specifications. Each specification has three regions based on the Cooper-Harper [23] rating
scale (i.e. levels 1, 2, and 3) and predict the pilot rating.
Figure 4.1: Stability margin specification
Figure 4.1 is the graphical representation of the stability margins specification used
by CONDUIT R©. The specification has been divided into three regions which correspond
to a Cooper-Harper pilot rating of 1, 2, or 3. The “better” side of the boundary is the side
without the hash marks, i.e. the top right section is the level 1 region.
4.2.1 Hard Constraints
Eigenvalues
This specification requires the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system to be in the left-half
plane to ensure stability. A tolerance can be used to allow slowly divergent eigenvalues.
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Stability Margins
This specification, from MIL-9490, requires the broken loop stability margins to be at least
6 dB and 45◦. To determine the broken loop response, several CONDUIT R© broken loop
switches were added to the block diagram (see Figure 3.8).
4.2.2 Soft Constraints
Model Following
An important performance requirement for in-flight simulation is model following perfor-
mance. The model following specification looks at the model following cost, a weighted,
least-squares average of the magnitude and phase error between the commanded and actual
response which is given by the following equation from [17]:
J =
20
n
ωn∑
ω1
[(∣∣Tcmd∣∣− ∣∣Thost∣∣)2 + 0.01745( 6 Tcmd − 6 Thost)2] (4.1)
where:
n = number of frequency points
ωn = n
th frequency point
T = frequency response
|. . .| = magnitude in dB at each frequency point
6 = phase in degrees at each frequency point
A perfect simulator would have a model following cost of zero. Research has
shown [17] that for model following costs less than 50, the pilot should feel only the dynam-
ics of the simulated aircraft while a cost of less than 100 is acceptable, though host aircraft
dynamics may be noticeable.
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Minimum Crossover Frequency
This specification sets a lower limit on the crossover frequency. Lower crossover frequencies
reduce the actuator activity but also increase the variation of the closed loop characteristics
due to uncertainty in the plant model. The minimum allowable value (level 1-2 boundary)
came from recent work on the UH-60M upgrade research performed at AFDD [2].
Damping Ratio
This specification, from ADS-33, requires that the minimum damping ratio of 0.35 for the
closed-loop system. This is required only for frequencies up to the piloted bandwidth.
Open Loop Operating Point
The open loop operating point specification, from [24], was included to reduce pilot-induced-
oscillation (PIO) tendencies of the control system. Additionally, this specification was used
to prevent rate limiting due to large disturbance inputs by looking at the actuator response
to disturbance inputs.
Disturbance Rejection Bandwidth
The disturbance response is the sensitivity function of the system. The disturbance rejection
bandwidth is the lowest frequency where the sensitivity function crosses -3 dB and is a
measure of the frequency range over which disturbances will be attenuated. Requirements
for φ, θ and ψ disturbance rejection bandwidths are given in the ADS-33 Test Guide [25].
Disturbance Rejection Peak
The disturbance response may exhibit overshoot before settling to a high frequency asymp-
tote of 0 dB. This overshoot is undesirable as it will magnify disturbances. The magnitude
of this overshoot is limited by the peak response specification.
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4.2.3 Summed Objectives
Crossover Frequency
As mentioned previously, high crossover frequencies increase the actuator activity which
is undesirable. This specification attempts to drive the crossover frequency down to the
boundary specified by the minimum crossover frequency specification.
Actuator RMS
This specification ensures that actuator usage is minimized while meeting all other specifi-
cations. Minimizing the actuator activity is useful in reducing wear on the actuators and
the likelihood of actuator saturation.
Actuator Rate RMS in Moderate Turbulence
This specification was included to minimize the actuator rate RMS due to moderate tur-
bulence. Dr. Jeff Lusardi [26] developed the Control Equivalent Turbulence Inputs model
which is driven by white noise and produces turbulence inputs in the pilot stick axes.
Cross-feed Peak Magnitude
This specification was included to tune the cross-feed gains by minimizing the peak magni-
tude of the appropriate off-axis response in the frequency domain.
4.3 Optimization Strategy
For a controller with nested loops, there are two optimization strategies. The first is to
optimize all loops simultaneously. The benefit of this strategy is that it uses the architecture
to the fullest giving the optimal design, however, this method is computationally intensive.
The second optimization strategy is to optimize each loop individually starting with the
innermost and freezing the optimized gains before moving on to the next loop. The benefit
of this method is that problems are easier to diagnose one loop at a time however, the
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nested optimization method is suboptimal as it may not use the architecture fully but it
computationally faster.
For this research, a mixture of the two methods was used. Initially, the nested opti-
mization method was used while the optimization process could not finish due to competing
constraints. The simultaneous optimization was used once phase three optimization of all
the individual loops was possible.
For the nested optimization, the innermost loop is the attitude loop which consists
of the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controllers on φ, θ, and ψ and a proportional-
integral (PI) controller on w. For this loop, only those specifications constraining the
attitude loop are used and those design parameters not a part of the attitude loop are
frozen at zero.
The second loop of the nested optimization was the velocity loop which consisted of
the proportional-integral controllers on u and v as well as the filter between the attitude and
velocity controller on the longitudinal axis. The specifications used to optimize this loop
were those which constrained the the velocity axes and the objective constraints. Also, the
q model following specification and θ disturbance specifications were left as soft constraints
as without leaving them active, the filter will work to improve the velocity response at
the expense of the attitude loop. All other specifications were set to check only and the
attitude loop design parameters were frozen at their optimized values. Freezing the gains
of the attitude loop is acceptable due to the frequency separation between the loops.
The final loop of the nested optimization consisted of the cross-feed gains. For this
loop all specifications other than those needed to tune the cross-feed gains were set to check
only and all design parameters other than the cross-feed gains were fixed at the optimized
values.
By optimizing individual loops the effect of changes could be examined quickly, how-
ever, once major changes had been implemented, the simultaneous optimization method was
used to achieve the fullest effect of the control system. For the simultaneous optimization,
all specifications were active and all design parameters were optimized at the same time.
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The nested optimization results were used as the initial guess for the design parameters of
the simultaneous optimization.
4.4 Design Margin Optimization
The specifications used during the optimization defined the minimum response character-
istics necessary to achieve a level 1 Cooper-Harper rating. Better performance is expected
as the response is driven further into the level 1 region. The design margin in CONDUIT R©
offers a simple way to force the response further into the level 1 region.
Figure 4.2: Model following specification with 50% design margin
As shown in Figure 4.2, the design margin moves the effective level 1 boundary
(represented by the dashed line) into the level 1 region. The distance into the level 1 region
is based on the width of the level 2 region, i.e. a 50% design margin moves the boundary
into the level 1 region by 50% of the width of the level 2 region. In CONDUIT R©, the
design margin optimization tool progressively changes the design margin and performs an
optimization for each case.
As mentioned previously, the model following performance is an important specifica-
tion for the in-flight simulation control laws. For this reason, a design margin optimization
was performed with the design margin applied to the model following specifications. The
following plots show the major results of the design margin optimization.
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(a) Model Following Cost (b) Crossover Frequency
Figure 4.3: Design margin optimization trade-off plots
Figure 4.3a shows the trade-off between the roll rate and lateral velocity model
following costs. This trade-off exists because helicopters cannot independently command
attitude and velocity. To achieve a desired velocity, an attitude command must be given.
As the lateral velocity model following cost is driven down, the roll rate model following
cost increases until they are identical with a design margin of 60%. Based on Figure 4.3a
alone, the 60% case would be the best choice as it offers good model following for both
states.
Figure 4.3b shows the effect of the crossover frequencies of the roll rate and lat-
eral velocity for the same design margins. This shows that while the roll rate crossover
frequency remains relatively constant, the lateral velocity crossover increases with design
margin reducing the frequency separation between the controllers. A frequency separation
of 3 is desired between the attitude and velocity controller crossover frequencies to avoid
over-driving the roll rate by the lateral velocity controller. Based on this plot, the 50% de-
sign margin case was selected as the best design because it offers improved lateral velocity
model following while maintaining adequate frequency separation between the velocity and
attitude controllers.
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4.5 Optimized Solution
As mentioned above, the controller gains that corresponded to the 50% design margin case
were selected as the final design. The results presented below represent the 50% design
margin case.
The following figures show the CONDUIT R© handling qualities window. The han-
dling qualities window shows the specifications used for the optimization and plots the
results on each specification. The design margin is visible on the model following specifica-
tions (the first four of Figure 4.4 and two others in Figure 4.5) as the dashed vertical line.
The figures show that all specifications were in the level 1 region.
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Chapter 5
Linear Analysis
From the optimized solution, several quantitative metrics were obtained to validate the
performance of the control laws later in the non-linear desktop simulations and hardware-
in-the-loop simulations. This chapter presents these parameters along with predicted limits
of performance of a RASCAL based in-flight simulator.
5.1 Frequency Domain
Table 5.1 shows the frequency domain model following cost calculated using Equation 4.1.
Recall that costs less than 50 are good and notice that all costs in Table 5.1 are below 25,
due to the 50% design margin, indicating that the optimized design has excellent model
following performance.
Table 5.1: Model following costs
Frequency
State Range Cost [J]
[rad/s]
p 1–10 15.1
q 1–10 24.6
r 1–10 19.9
u 0.1–1 10.4
v 0.1–1 25.0
w 0.1–2 7.5
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Table 5.2 shows the broken loop stability margins, crossover, and ω180 frequency
for each axis. The standard margins of 6dB and 45◦ were used in the optimization. All
stability margins meet this minimum value. Additionally, the crossover frequencies are all
at the minimum value allowed by the minimum crossover frequency specifications.
Table 5.2: Broken loop stability margins and crossover frequencies
Roll
GM 9.7 dB at 9.09 rad/s
PM 46.2◦ at 3.00 rad/s
Pitch
GM 8.4 dB at 6.97 rad/s
PM 49.0◦ at 3.00 rad/s
Yaw
GM 10.6 dB at 13.12 rad/s
PM 54.6◦ at 4.09 rad/s
Lon. Vel.
GM 16.1 dB at 1.83 rad/s
PM 83.9◦ at 0.49 rad/s
Lat. Vel.
GM 13.0 dB at 4.08 rad/s
PM 87.7◦ at 1.08 rad/s
Heave
GM 16.8 dB at 13.31 rad/s
PM 91.1◦ at 1.00 rad/s
The disturbance response represents the system’s susceptibility to disturbances such
as turbulence. Figure 5.1 shows the input and output which are used to identify the distur-
bance response; Figure 5.2 shows the v/vdist disturbance response. The disturbance rejection
bandwidth is the lowest frequency at which the disturbance response crosses -3 dB of mag-
nitude. Disturbances at frequencies below the bandwidth are quickly attenuated.
Figure 5.1: Disturbance loop
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Figure 5.2: v disturbance response magnitude
Table 5.3 shows the disturbance rejection bandwidth for each axis. The results for
φ, θ, and ψ meet the requirements of ADS-33. No requirements exist for u, v, or w.
Table 5.3: Disturbance rejection bandwidth [rad/s]
State Bandwidth
φ 2.14
θ 0.95
ψ 0.85
u 0.41
v 1.05
w 1.01
Figures 5.3–5.8 plot the model following error for the six model following states.
The model following error is determined by normalizing the aircraft response by the com-
mand model response with perfect model following (zero error) indicated by 0 dB and 0◦.
Figure 5.3, Figure 5.5, and Figure 5.8 include the bounds of maximum unnoticed additional
dynamics which are used here to indicate acceptable model following.
These bounds were originally developed to indicate the point where additional dy-
namics would cause a noticeable difference in the handling qualities [27]. More recent
research [28] determined that these bounds are conservative in predicting a decrease in han-
dling qualities as larger excursions were possible without the pilot noticing the additional
dynamics. However, this research also indicated that their use for simulation validation was
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still appropriate. These boundaries were originally developed for pitch rate but are used
here for the roll and yaw rates as well because the piloted bandwidth, which are near the
narrowest point of the boundaries, are similar to that of pitch rate for these axes. The
bounds are not shown on Figure 5.4, Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.7 because the bandwidth for
these states are lower than that of roll and so the narrow points in the bounds are not in the
correct place. Instead, a line indicating perfect model following is plotted as a reference.
As the data from Table 5.1 indicates, the results shown in Figures 5.3–5.8 show good
model following performance over the frequency ranges of interest. As expected, the mid-
frequency velocity model following of u and v (Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.4) is degraded due
to the effect of the frequency dependent controller. The low-frequency model following of p
and q, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.5 is also degraded, however, it stays within the boundaries
indicating the pilot should not notice the host aircraft dynamics.
Figure 5.3: p model following error
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Figure 5.4: v model following error
Figure 5.5: q model following error
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Figure 5.6: u model following error
Figure 5.7: w model following error
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Figure 5.8: r model following error
5.2 Time Domain
Table 5.4 shows the rms fit error, Jrms , which is a measure of the overall time domain
accuracy of the system. The rms cost includes the on-axis and off-axis error unlike the
frequency domain model following cost which just includes the on-axis error. The rms cost
is given by the following equation from [17]:
Jrms =
√√√√ 1
n0nt
nt∑
i=1
[
(ydata − y)T W (ydata − y)
]
(5.1)
where:
ydata = actual response
y = predicted response
nt = number of time history points in record
n0 = number of signals in record
W = n0 × n0 weighting matrix
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If the following weighting is used, rms costs less than 1 are excellent and rms costs less than
2 are acceptable. Notice that all values in Table 5.4 are less than 1 indicating excellent time
domain model following.
1 deg = 1 deg/s = 1 ft/s = 1 ft/s2
Table 5.4: Time domain model following costs
Axis Jrms
lateral 0.23
longitudinal 0.39
collective 0.70
pedal 0.48
Figure 5.9: Doublet input
Figures 5.10–5.13 plot the time domain response of the aircraft to piloted doublet
(Figure 5.9) inputs in each control axis scaled to give a roughly 10 deg/s response in p, q, and
r and a 10 ft/s response in w. For each axis, the commanded and measured responses of u,
v, w, p, q, r, φ, θ, and ψ are overlaid. As the results of Table 5.4 indicate, the overall time
domain model following is good. The response to a lateral axis doublet, Figure 5.10, shows
excellent on-axis model following and insignificant off-axis responses. For a longitudinal
doublet, Figure 5.11, the q and θ model following is good while the u response shows some
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error. Also, the p response shows off-axis activity, especially at 2 s, 4 s, and 6 s, when the
input is at the highest frequency which a cross-feed gain was unable to reduce.
The collective doublet response, shown in Figure 5.12, shows excellent on-axis fol-
lowing but significant off-axis activity in r and p. As with the
p
δlon
response, cross-feed
gains were unable to reduce the off-axis response. Finally, for the pedal doublet shown in
Figure 5.13, there is good on-axis model following and the cross-feed gains have reduced
the p and q responses.
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Figure 5.10: Lateral axis doublet response
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Figure 5.11: Longitudinal axis doublet response
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Figure 5.12: Collective axis doublet response
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Figure 5.13: Pedal axis doublet response
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5.3 Predicted Limits of Performance
5.3.1 Limitation of Hover Gains
During the optimization, an aircraft dynamics model linearized about hover was used to
determine the controller gains. To check the airspeed range over which the hover gains are
useful, six additional models were obtained which were linearized about airspeeds from 10
to 60 knots. Each model was placed into the control system in CONDUIT R© and the model
following costs at each airspeed were calculated. The results are shown below in Figure 5.14
which shows that the hover gains give acceptable model following to about 25 knots.
(a) Attitudes (b) Velocities
Figure 5.14: Model following cost for different airspeeds
5.3.2 Dynamic Response Limitation
A major limiting factor of in-flight simulators can be the dynamic response of the host
aircraft. Generally, simulating a more agile aircraft on a less agile host aircraft will result in
rate or position limiting the actuators. When actuator limiting occurs, there is a decrease
in model following performance as the host aircraft is slower to respond than the simulated
aircraft. On RASCAL, rate and position saturation is prevented by safety monitors which
disengage the research control laws when saturation occurs. This system prevents degraded
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model following performance of highly agile aircraft however, limited testing of agile aircraft
could be performed for less demanding maneuvers.
To determine the limit of simulated aircraft agility on a RASCAL based in-flight
simulator, the command model natural frequencies were increased until a pulse input, shown
in Figure 5.15, caused actuator rate limiting. The limiting cases are plotted in Figure 5.16.
For the lateral, vertical, and directional axes, the tail rotor actuator with a rate limit of 7
in/s, saturated first. For the longitudinal axis, the forward and aft actuators with rate limits
of 5 in/s were the limiting actuators.
Figure 5.15: Pulse input
Table 5.5 shows the pitch and roll natural frequencies for several other aircraft. The
data presented in this table comes from References [29, 30]. The first entry, RASCAL IFS,
represents the maximum values for pitch and roll as shown in Figure 5.16. These values
predict that the RASCAL based in-flight simulator should be able to simulate slow, heavier
aircraft such as a CH-47, a CH-53. Also, it could be used for the roll axis of an OH-58
but not the pitch axis. Based on the data provided in the table, it should also be possible
to simulate an AH-64, however, as the limits were based on small inputs, the quickness of
response for a simulated AH-64 may be reduced. Much smaller, more agile aircraft such as
the OH-6 and BO-105 are outside of the RASCAL based in-flight simulator’s range.
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(a) Lateral axis (b) Longitudinal axis
(c) Vertical axis (d) Directional axis
Figure 5.16: Actuator rate vs. command model natural frequency for limiting case
Table 5.5: Roll and pitch natural frequencies of selected aircraft
Aircraft Roll ωn Pitch ωn
RASCAL IFS 7.2 3.2
CH-47B 3.8 1.6
CH-53D 4.4 1.9
AH-64 5.8 2.7
OH-58D 6.9 4.2
OH-6A 8.0 4.8
BO-105 8.3 5.0
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Chapter 6
Desktop Simulation and Validation
After the control system design and optimization was complete, the control system was
evaluated with RIPTIDE, a flight simulation and visualization tool and GenHel, a non-
linear UH-60 model. The goal of this preliminary simulation was to ensure that the control
laws designed around a linearized model would work with a non-linear model.
6.1 Control System Modifications
The Simulink R© block diagram used in CONDUIT R© needed several modifications before it
could be used in RIPTIDE.
6.1.1 Math Model Inputs
GenHel uses swashplate deflections as the control inputs unlike the FORECAST model
which uses actuator positions. To get the swashplate deflections from the actuator positions
an additional control mixer was placed before the output to GenHel. This new control mixer
was derived and provided by M. Hossein Mansur of AFDD.
6.1.2 Trim Angles and Initial Heading
Unlike the linearized model, GenHel models the nonzero trim angles of a UH-60. To prevent
the feedback integrators from winding up to hold trim, the φ and θ trim angles were added
to the commanded φ and θ in the command model. Similarly, to account for the initial
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heading of the aircraft, the initial heading angle when the simulation starts was used as an
initial condition on the r integrator in the command model.
6.1.3 RIPTIDE/GenHel Interface
RIPTIDE arena blocks were added to the Simulink R© block diagram to serve as the interface
between the block diagram and GenHel. GenHel can only send data to or receive data from
these blocks. All commands into the control system are passed through control arena blocks
and the state information from GenHel is passed through state arena blocks.
6.1.4 Frequency Sweeps
Frequency sweeps were used to evaluate the control laws as they provide good frequency
content over a range of frequencies. To perform a quantitative comparison between the
non-linear results of GenHel and the linearized results from CONDUIT R©, frequency sweeps
were needed at the pilot inputs for the end-to-end responses, the actuators for the broken
loop responses, and the disturbance inputs for the disturbance rejection responses.
A frequency sweep generator allows the minimum and maximum frequencies, fade
in and fade out times, and the sweep length to be set and automatically fed into the
system when activated; Table 6.1 shows the sweep parameters used. Since the default seep
amplitude is one, scaling gains are used to prevent actuator saturation, large angles, or
non-hover/low speed flight; the gain values are shown in Table 6.2. For the piloted sweep,
it is possible to perform the sweep manually by following cues displayed in the RIPTIDE
HUD, however the data is better when an automatic sweep is used. Data is collected
via Simulink R© “To workspace” blocks added to the system on each signal to be recorded.
Frequency response identification was performed using CIFER R© which allowed the desktop
simulation results to be compared with the optimization predictions.
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Table 6.1: Sweep Parameters
(a) Piloted and Broken Loop
initial frequency 0.2 rad/s
final frequency 25 rad/s
duration 170 s
fade in 5 s
fade out 28 s
(b) Disturbance Rejection
initial frequency 0.1 rad/s
final frequency 10 rad/s
duration 170 s
fade in 5 s
fade out 5 s
Table 6.2: Sweep scaling gains
End-to-end Broken loop Disturbance
Axis Gain Axis Gain Axis Gain
Lateral 5% Lateral 0.5 in u 6 ft/s
Longitudinal 5% Longitudinal 0.5 in v 6 ft/s
Collective 0.5 in Collective 0.5 in w 6 ft/s
Pedal 5% Lateral 0.25 in φ 0.07 rad
θ 0.07 rad
ψ 0.07 rad
6.1.5 Inverse Plant Model
Initial analysis showed that the roll rate model following was degraded in the non-linear
desktop simulation compared to the linear analysis. This was due to the fact that the lateral
axis bare airframe responses differed significantly between the linearized (FORECAST)
model and the non-linear (GenHel) model as shown in Figure 6.1. Since the inverse plant
model was based on the linearized model, it did not properly invert the dynamics of the
non-linear model. A new inverse was identified using frequency response identification
(CIFER R©) on the bare airframe response of the non-linear model. By using this new
inverse, the roll rate model following cost improved from 201 with the FORECAST inverse
to 90 with the GenHel inverse, these responses are shown in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: Roll rate bare airframe response from FORECAST (linear) and GenHel (non-
linear)
Figure 6.2: Roll rate response with FORECAST (linear) and GenHel (non-linear) inverses
Checking the other axes showed that the directional axis bare airframe responses
had slight mismatches between the linear and non-linear models, however this had only a
small effect on the model following cost. Instead, this difference had an effect on the gain
and phase margins, and crossover and 180◦ frequencies.
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6.2 Simulation Results
6.2.1 Frequency Domain
Table 6.3 compares the RIPTIDE frequency domain model following costs with those pre-
dicted by the CONDUIT R© optimization. Recall that values less than 50 are excellent
and values less than 100 are acceptable. The major cause for the difference between the
CONDUIT R© (linear) and RIPTIDE (non-linear) results is due to the uncertainty of invert-
ing and controlling a non-linear plant.
Table 6.3: Model following costs
State CONDUIT R© RIPTIDE
p 15.1 89.6
q 24.6 51.7
r 19.9 65.8
u 10.4 9.3
v 25.0 6.7
w 7.5 4.7
Table 6.4 compares the RIPTIDE stability margins and frequencies with those from
the CONDUIT R© case. Notice that the crossover frequencies for roll and yaw differ from
the CONDUIT R© optimization predictions. This difference is due to the difference in bare
airframe responses between the linearized FORECAST model and the non-linear GenHel
model. To bring the simulation crossover frequencies closer to those of the linearized model,
the controller gains would need to be adjusted.
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Table 6.4: Broken loop stability margins and crossover frequencies
CONDUIT R© RIPTIDE
Roll
GM 9.7 dB at 9.09 rad/s 10.1 dB at 9.58 rad/s
PM 46.2◦ at 3.00 rad/s 41.9◦ at 2.42 rad/s
Pitch
GM 8.4 dB at 6.97 rad/s 7.8 dB at 7.45 rad/s
PM 49.0◦ at 3.00 rad/s 54.0◦ at 2.60 rad/s
Yaw
GM 10.6 dB at 13.12 rad/s 9.9 dB at 17.52 rad/s
PM 54.6◦ at 4.09 rad/s 53.6◦ at 4.56 rad/s
Lon. Vel.
GM 16.1 dB at 1.83 rad/s 15.2 dB at 1.76 rad/s
PM 83.9◦ at 0.49 rad/s 74.7◦ at 0.55 rad/s
Lat. Vel.
GM 13.0 dB at 4.08 rad/s 13.4 dB at 3.66 rad/s
PM 87.7◦ at 1.08 rad/s 73.1◦ at 1.20 rad/s
Heave
GM 16.8 dB at 13.31 rad/s 15.5 dB at 12.61 rad/s
PM 91.1◦ at 1.00 rad/s 85.1◦ at 0.97 rad/s
Table 6.5 compares the CONDUIT R© and RIPTIDE disturbance rejection band-
widths. Overall, there is little difference between the CONDUIT R© predictions and the
RIPTIDE values. The bandwidths for φ, θ, and ψ still meet the ADS-33 requirements.
Table 6.5: Disturbance rejection bandwidth [rad/s]
State CONDUIT R© RIPTIDE
φ 2.14 1.94
θ 0.95 0.93
ψ 0.85 0.86
u 0.41 0.41
v 1.05 0.98
w 1.01 0.87
The following figures show the model following error of the GenHel results. The re-
sults are further away from the perfect model following of 0 dB and 0◦ than the CONDUIT R©
figures which was expected based on the higher model following costs from RIPTIDE shown
in Table 6.3. Also, notice that the p, q, and r responses go slightly outside of the boundaries
of acceptable model following. Recall that when the response leaves the boundaries, the
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pilot will notice the added dynamics which corresponds to a model following cost greater
than 50 as is the case for the p, q, and r responses.
Figure 6.3: p model following error
Figure 6.4: v model following error
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Figure 6.5: q model following error
Figure 6.6: u model following error
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Figure 6.7: w model following error
Figure 6.8: r model following error
6.2.2 Time Domain Analysis
Table 6.6 compares the time domain RMS costs from CONDUIT R© and RIPTDE. The
costs for all axes have increased indicating slightly degraded on-axis following and/or more
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uncommanded off-axis responses. The collective cost is higher than the suggested value of
1 which is due to the fact that there are noticeable off-axis responses in most axes but it is
still less than 2 which is acceptable.
Table 6.6: Time domain model following costs
Axis CONDUIT R© RIPTIDE
lateral 0.25 0.34
longitudinal 0.55 0.88
collective 0.95 1.60
pedal 0.32 0.58
The following figures plot the commanded and measured response of the system
in the time domain. The same inputs used in Chapter 4 were used to generate these
plots for accurate comparisons. As Table 6.6 indicates, the on-axis model following has
degraded and/or the off-axis responses have increased in magnitude. Most of the large off-
axis responses are those which cross-feed gains were not able to reduce in the CONDUIT R©
optimization. Also, the decoupler was based on the FORECAST model which has a slightly
different bare airframe response from GenHel. To determine a decoupler for the GenHel
model, the control matrix (B-matrix) would have to bee identified from GenHel.
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Figure 6.9: Lateral axis doublet response
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Figure 6.10: Longitudinal axis doublet response
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Figure 6.11: Collective axis doublet response
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Figure 6.12: Pedal axis doublet response
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Chapter 7
Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation
7.1 RASCAL Development Facility
The RASCAL Development Facility (DF) is a hardware-in-the-loop simulator used for a
final check of the control system before flight testing. The DF has the same flight control
computer, cockpit display unit, research flight control system cockpit panel, and evaluation
pilot inceptors found on the RASCAL aircraft. The DF is used both to ensure the con-
trol system is properly implemented and to familiarize the pilots with the control system.
For this research it will also stand in for RASCAL as the flight test vehicle for piloted
evaluations.
7.2 Control System Modifications
The following sections describe the modifications necessary to make to control laws com-
patible with the DF.
7.2.1 Discrete Time
First, the control laws were be converted from a continuous-time system to a discrete-time
system. To accomplish this conversion, the bilinear transform (Tustin’s method) was used.
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The bilinear transform approximates s as:
s ≈ 2
T
z − 1
z + 1
(7.1)
where T is the sample time and z is the discrete variable. This transformation was used
for integrators and derivatives as well as the canonical transfer functions in the command
model, the transfer functions used to approximate the commanded velocity, and the lead
compensators used as derivatives for the attitude commands from velocity.
While this transformation worked well for integrators and differentiators, it did not
work well for filters. Applying Equation 7.1 to a filter caused frequency distortion or warping
to occur such that the observed cutoff frequency was not the desired cutoff frequency [31].
To account for this, the desired cutoff frequency ωc was replaced with a pre-warped cutoff
frequency a given by:
a =
2
T
tan
(
ωcT
2
)
(7.2)
and along with Equation 7.1, substituted into the filter equation. For example, a pre-
warped, second order Butterworth filter would be given by:
Hp (z) =
a2
s2 +
√
2as+ a2
(7.3)
where Hp is the pre-warped filter with a cutoff frequency at the desired ωc.
Once the appropriate continuous elements were converted to discrete, the system
was evaluated with CONDUIT R© and RIPTIDE using the optimized design parameters from
the continuous system. This test ensured that there were no problems due to the conversion
to a discrete system.
7.2.2 GenHel Interface
The DF uses GenHel as the math model but it is set up so that the model includes actuators,
control mixers, and the sensors and filters. The inputs to GenHel are the servo commands
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while the outputs are the measured and filtered body states; the rotor flapping angles
are not currently measured on RASCAL so the model in the DF does not output them.
Additionally, the new model uses different units than the control laws were designed with as
shown in Table 7.1. Rather than converting the control laws to work with the math model
units, the signals are converted as they enter or leave the control laws.
Table 7.1: Control Law and Math Model Units
signals CLAWS Model
stick inputs in %, ina
servo commands in in
attitudes rad deg
attitude rates rad/s deg/s
velocities ft/s knot
a the collective is in inches while the
cyclic and pedals are in %
7.2.3 Frequency Sweeps
The automated sweeps used to determine the end-to-end, broken loop, and disturbance
responses are not included as a separate block as was the case in RIPTIDE. Instead, the
sweep is generated by the flight control computer and fed into the block diagram via all
in ports associated with sweeps. Gains after the in ports are used to control which axis is
being swept and to scale the sweep to the appropriate magnitude. Figure 7.1 shows the
architecture used to sweep an axis. The sweep parameters and scaling gains used are the
same as those used in RIPTIDE (Table 6.1 and Table 6.2).
Figure 7.1: Frequency sweep input architecture
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7.2.4 Control Stick Deadbands
Since the cyclic, collective and pedals are all real hardware, there is error in the positions
they report. This is problematic as even small errors (on the order of 0.1%) can cause a
velocity command to build up. This commanded velocity will not match the actual velocity
preventing the system from properly engaging. To prevent this error, deadbands are placed
on the cyclic and pedal signals with a bandwidth of ±2.5%. Values that fall within the
deadband are output as zero while values outside the band are offset by the bandwidth to
prevent discontinuities. The collective does not have a deadband since there is no centered
position.
7.2.5 Trim, Initial Heading, and Servo Commands at System Engage
In RIPTIDE, the trim attitudes and initial heading were known beforehand which allowed
these values to be hard coded into the control system. In flight, that will not always be the
case. Wind could change the trim attitude slightly and the initial heading could be different
every time the system is to be used. To accommodate the lack of a priori knowledge of trim
attitudes and heading angle, the values at the moment the system is activated are used.
7.2.6 Inverse Plant Model
As in the desktop simulation, the bare airframe response of the DF simulation did not
match the bare airframe of the linearized model leading to high model following costs. New
inverse plant models and equivalent time delays were calculated from bare airframe data of
the simulation and implemented which improved the model following costs.
7.3 Simulation Results
7.3.1 Frequency Domain Results
Table 7.2 compares the model following costs from the development facility with those from
CONDUIT R©. All costs are acceptable however, the p cost just barely acceptable. This
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high p model following cost is due to mismatch between the second order inverse plant fit
shown in Figure 7.2. Notice below 6 rad/s that second order fit does not capture the bare
airframe dynamics. A higher order inverse might better capture the dynamics, however
higher derivatives of p would be needed from the command model which is not practical.
Table 7.2: Model following costs
State CONDUIT R© DF
p 15.1 97.0
q 24.6 31.5
r 19.9 80.8
u 10.4 9.2
v 25.0 6.3
w 7.5 6.8
Figure 7.2: p inverse plant transfer function fit
Due to the mismatch in bare airframe response between the FORECAST model and
GenHel used in the DF, the crossover frequencies and stability margins did not match the
CONDUIT R© predictions. To improve the predictions from CONDUIT R©, the optimization
was repeated using the frequency response versions of the crossover frequency, minimum
crossover frequency, and stability margins specifications which use the identified bare air-
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frame response instead of the state space model to calculate the parameters. Re-optimizing
the system with these specifications maintained the model following and disturbance re-
jection performance while improving the broken loop performance. Table 7.3 compares
the stability margins from the DF with those from CONDUIT R©. These values show good
agreement with the predictions using the frequency response specifications.
Table 7.3: Broken loop stability margins and crossover frequencies
CONDUIT R© DF
Roll
GM 9.7 dB at 9.14 rad/s 7.0 dB at 9.14 rad/s
PM 46.2◦ at 3.00 rad/s 49.2◦ at 2.93 rad/s
Pitch
GM 8.4 dB at 6.97 rad/s 6.4 dB at 7.68 rad/s
PM 49.0◦ at 3.00 rad/s 49.3◦ at 3.42 rad/s
Yaw
GM 10.6 dB at 13.12 rad/s 12.3 dB at 15.47 rad/s
PM 54.6◦ at 4.09 rad/s 50.6◦ at 3.68 rad/s
Lon. Vel.
GM 16.1 dB at 1.83 rad/s 12.4 dB at 1.77 rad/s
PM 83.9◦ at 0.49 rad/s 50.35◦ at 0.84 rad/s
Lat. Vel.
GM 13.0 dB at 4.08 rad/s 13.7 dB at 3.87 rad/s
PM 87.7◦ at 1.08 rad/s 77.4◦ at 1.01 rad/s
Heave
GM 16.8 dB at 13.31 rad/s 15.5 dB at 11.34 rad/s
PM 91.1◦ at 1.00 rad/s 92.2◦ at 0.98 rad/s
Table 7.4 compares the disturbance rejection bandwidths from the DF with those
of CONDUIT R©. The DF bandwidths are all close to the CONDUIT R© values and the p, q,
and r bandwidths meet the ADS-33 requirements.
Table 7.4: Disturbance rejection bandwidth [rad/s]
State CONDUIT R© DF
φ 2.14 1.92
θ 0.95 0.91
ψ 0.85 0.81
u 0.41 0.43
v 1.05 1.01
w 1.01 1.12
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The following figures show the model following error of the DF results. Like the
results of the previous section, these results slightly exceed the mismatch boundaries. Notice
that near 2 rad/s and 4 rad/s, the error in p (Figure 7.3 leaves the bounds. This corresponds
to the poor inverse fit at lower frequencies shown in Figure 7.2 and the model following cost
greater than 50. The r response (Figure 7.8) also leaves the boundaries near 4 rad/s
Figure 7.3: p model following error
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Figure 7.4: v model following error
Figure 7.5: q model following error
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Figure 7.6: u model following error
Figure 7.7: w model following error
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Figure 7.8: r model following error
7.3.2 Piloted Evaluation
After the system was validated, the control system was flown in the DF by three pilots:
Munroe Dearing, Terry Turpin, and Lieutenant Colonel Steve Braddom. Mr. Dearing and
Mr. Turpin simply flew the control laws around exciting all the control axes. Both pilots
commented that the roll axis was very sensitive but the pitch axis was nice. Mr. Dearing
mentioned that he experienced overshoot in the yaw axis while Mr. Turpin felt that the
yaw axis was good, specifically mentioning that he noticed little overshoot. Overall, both
felt that the system was stable and behaved generally as they expected.
In addition to flying the control system around as Mr. Dearing and Mr. Turpin did,
LTC. Braddom also performed mission task elements (MTEs) from ADS-33 [14]. While
exciting the control axes, LTC. Braddom agreed with Mr. Dearing and Mr. Turpin in that
the system was stable and behaved as expected. Additionally, LTC. Braddom flew the hover,
hovering turn, and lateral reposition MTEs. For specific information on these mission task
elements, see the appendix. Time histories of each of these MTEs is shown in Figures 7.9–
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7.11 and the RMS costs are shown given in Table 7.5. Overall, the performance is seen to
be very good with all RMS costs below 2.
Hover MTE
The hover MTE consists of approaching a target hover point at a 45◦ angle and at speeds
below 10 knots. The pilot decelerates to a hover over the indicated point and aligns a sight
with a target board and holds hover for 30 seconds. Table 7.5 shows that the RMS cost for
the hover MTE was less than 1 indicating excellent time domain model following. This can
also be seen in Figure 7.9. Overall, the model following for this maneuver is good however,
there is noticeable error in θ and u, and there is off-axis activity in r, though it is relatively
small.
Hovering Turn MTE
For the hovering turn MTE, the pilot starts in a hover with a sight and target board (same
as hover) lined up. The pilot turns 180◦ to line up with another sight and target board.
Figure 7.10 shows a time history record for the hovering turn. This figure also shows good
model following overall with some error in the longitudinal response.
Lateral Reposition
The lateral reposition maneuver is performed starting from a hover, and transiting laterally
400 ft and ending in a hover in a specific amount of time. Additionally, longitudinal position
must be maintained within a set tolerance. Table 7.5 shows an RMS cost of 1.19 for this
mission task element which is acceptable and is due to the increased error seen in Figure 7.11,
especially the the off-axis responses. However, the lateral velocity is nearly 50 ft/s (30 knots)
and recall that the gains were optimized around the hover/low speed condition. Recall from
chap.linear analysis that at higher speeds, the hover gains no longer provide acceptable
model following performance.
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Table 7.5: DF piloted simulation RMS costs
MTE RMS cost
Hover 0.74
Hovering turn 0.58
Lateral reposition 1.19
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Figure 7.9: Hover MTE data
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Figure 7.10: Hovering turn MTE data
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Figure 7.11: Lateral reposition MTE data
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
8.1 Summary of Findings
An in-flight simulation control system for RASCAL in the hover/low speed flight condition
has been designed and analyzed in CONDUIT R© and validated using the non-linear heli-
copter model GenHel in desktop simulations and hardware-in-the-loop simulations. The
classical explicit model following control system architecture was used which consisted of a
simple, decoupled, transfer function command model; a diagonalized inverse plant model; a
decoupling matrix; a high-order linearized model of a UH-60 helicopter with actuator, sen-
sor, and filter models; and a frequency dependent feedback controller with cross-feed gains.
The frequency dependent feedback controller provided the ability to follow commanded
attitude rates in the short term and commanded velocities in the long term.
As demonstrated when using GenHel for the non-linear simulations, it is important
to have an accurate inverse plant model to ensure good model following performance. Addi-
tionally, the inverse plant affects the stability margins and crossover frequencies. By using
the frequency response specifications with the identified bare airframe responses, the over-
all performance of the non-linear simulations, both the desktop and hardware-in-the-loop
simulations, track well with the CONDUIT R© predicted performance as demonstrated by
the frequency and time domain results.
Finally, the current control system does have limitations as presented in Chapter 5.
The controller gains were tuned using a model linearized around the hover condition. These
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gains are acceptable up to airspeeds of about 25 knots. Additionally, RASCAL being a UH-
60, will have difficulty simulating aircraft with natural frequencies greater than 7.2 rad/s in
the roll axis and greater than 3.2 rad/s in the pitch axis.
8.2 Future Work
Several possibilities for future work have been identified during this research, the most
logical being flight test on RASCAL. The control system as implemented in the development
facility is identical to what is loaded on the aircraft flight control computers for test flights.
However, before flight tests could be performed, a test plan and safety of flight review
would be necessary. Additionally, as demonstrated in the simulations performed during
this research, it would be necessary to identify a new inverse plant model of RASCAL to
ensure adequate model following performance.
Once flight testing is possible, it would useful to verify the predicted limitations
in-flight. This would consist of performing frequency sweeps at different airspeeds without
changing the gains and calculating the model following cost to determine the airspeed limit.
To determine the command model natural frequencies, a similar test as that performed in
the DF would be used: increase the natural frequency until a step input causes the safety
monitors to trigger.
Also, it would be useful to test the control laws using a command model which
represents the dynamics of a current production aircraft. Pilots familiar with the simulated
aircraft would provide useful qualitative data on whether the simulation is accurate or not.
Additionally, MTEs could be used to assign handling qualities ratings and compared with
the ratings of the aircraft being simulated to see if the simulator is accurate.
Another logical extension of the current in-flight simulation control laws would be to
expand the flight envelope from 25 knots to the full flight envelope of a UH-60. This would
require scheduling the gains for airspeed and by replacing the hover model in CONDUIT R©
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with models at different airspeeds. The gains would then be tested in simulation and in
flight in a manner similar to that used for this research.
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Appendix A
ADS-33 Mission Task Elements
The following are pages from ADS-33E-PRF, the military rotorcraft handling qualities
standard. For hover and lateral reposition, the task description and a suggested course
layout are shown. For the hovering turn, only the task description is included.
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ADS-33E-PRF
27
3.11.1
 
Hover
a.  Objectives.
•  Check ability to transition from translating flight to a stabilized hover with precision and a reasonable
amount of aggressiveness.
•  Check ability to maintain precise position, heading, and altitude in the presence of a moderate wind from
the most critical direction in the GVE; and with calm winds allowed in the DVE.
b.  Description of maneuver.  Initiate the maneuver at a ground speed of between 6 and 10 knots, at an
altitude less than 20 ft.  For rotorcraft carrying external loads, the altitude will have to be adjusted to
provide a 10 ft load clearance.  The target hover point shall be oriented approximately 45 degrees relative
to the heading of the rotorcraft.  The target hover point is a repeatable, ground-referenced point from which
rotorcraft deviations are measured.  The ground track should be such that the rotorcraft will arrive over the
target hover point (see illustration in Figure 24).  In the GVE, the maneuver shall be accomplished in calm
winds and in moderate winds from the most critical direction.  If a critical direction has not been defined,
the hover shall be accomplished with the wind blowing directly from the rear of the rotorcraft.
c.  Description of test course.  The suggested test course for this maneuver is shown in Figure 24.  Note
that the hover altitude depends on the height of the hover sight and the distance between the sight, the hover
target, and the rotorcraft.  These dimensions may be adjusted to achieve a desired hover altitude.
d.  Performance standards.  Accomplish the transition to hover in one smooth maneuver.  It is not
acceptable to accomplish most of the deceleration well before the hover point and then to creep up to the
final position.
Performance – Hover
Scout/Attack Cargo/Utility ExternallySlung Load
GVE DVE GVE DVE GVE DVE
DESIRED PERFORMANCE
•  Attain a stabilized hover within X seconds of
initiation of deceleration:
3 sec 10 sec 5 sec 10 sec 10 sec 13 sec
•  Maintain a stabilized hover for at least: 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec
•  Maintain the longitudinal and lateral position
within ±X ft of a point on the ground: 3 ft 3 ft 3 ft 3 ft 3 ft 3 ft
•  Maintain altitude within ±X ft: 2 ft 2 ft 2 ft 2 ft 4 ft 4 ft
•  Maintain heading within ±X deg: 5 deg 5 deg 5 deg 5 deg 5 deg 5 deg
•  There shall be no objectionable oscillations in
any axis either during the transition to hover or
the stabilized hover
3 * 3 3 3 3 NA*
ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE
•  Attain a stabilized hover within X seconds of
initiation of deceleration:
8 sec 20 sec 8 sec 15 sec 15 sec 18 sec
•  Maintain a stabilized hover for at least: 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec 30 sec
•  Maintain the longitudinal and lateral position
within ±X ft of a point on the ground: 6 ft 8 ft 6 ft 6 ft 6 ft 6 ft
•  Maintain altitude within ±X ft: 4 ft 4 ft 4 ft 4 ft 6 ft 6 ft
•  Maintain heading within ±X deg: 10 deg 10 deg 10 deg 10 deg 10 deg 10 deg
*Note:  For all tables, 3 = performance standard applies; NA = performance standard not applicable
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3.11.4
 
Hovering Turn
a.  Objectives.
•  Check for undesirable handling qualities in a moderately aggressive hovering turn.
•  Check ability to recover from a moderate rate hovering turn with reasonable precision.
•  Check for undesirable interaxis coupling.
•  In the DVE, check for undesirable display symbology and dynamics for hover.
b.  Description of maneuver.  From a stabilized hover at an altitude of less than 20 ft, complete a 180
degree turn.  Perform the maneuver in both directions.  In the GVE, the maneuver shall be accomplished in
calm winds and in moderate winds from the most critical direction.  If a critical direction has not been
defined, the turn shall be terminated with the wind blowing directly from the rear of the rotorcraft.
c.  Description of test course.  It is suggested that this maneuver use the test course described for the
pirouette (Figure 25) with the rotorcraft located at the center of the pirouette circle.  An alternate
suggestion is to use the hover course with two extra markers placed in the 6 o’clock position relative to the
rotorcraft.  The maneuver begins with the rotorcraft lined up on these extra markers and the hover target
and board located at the rotorcraft’s 6 o’clock position. 
d.  Performance standards.
Performance – Hovering Turn
Scout/Attack Cargo/Utility
GVE DVE GVE DVE
DESIRED PERFORMANCE
•  Maintain the longitudinal and lateral position
within ±X ft of a point on the ground
3 ft 6 ft 3 ft 6 ft
•  Maintain altitude within ±X ft: 3 ft 3 ft 3 ft 3 ft
•  Stabilize the final rotorcraft heading at 180
deg from the initial heading within ±X deg:
3 deg 5 deg 5 deg 5 deg
•  Complete turn to a stabilized hover (within the
desired window) within X seconds from
initiation of the maneuver
10 sec 15 sec 15 sec 15 sec
ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE
•  Maintain the longitudinal and lateral position
within ±X ft of a point on the ground
6 ft 12 ft 6 ft 12 ft
•  Maintain altitude within ±X ft: 6 ft 6 ft 6 ft 6 ft
•  Stabilize the final rotorcraft heading at180
deg from the initial heading within ±X deg:
6 deg 10 deg 10 deg 10 deg
•  Complete turn to a stabilized hover (within the
desired window) within X seconds from
initiation of the maneuver
15 sec 15 sec 20 sec 20 sec
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3.11.8
 
Lateral Reposition
a.  Objectives.
•  Check roll axis and heave axis handling qualities during moderately aggressive maneuvering.
•  Check for undesirable coupling between the roll controller and the other axes.
•  With an external load, check for dynamic problem resulting from the external load configuration.
b.  Description of maneuver.  Start in a stabilized hover at 35 ft wheel height (or no greater than 35 ft
external load height) with the longitudinal axis of the rotorcraft oriented 90 degrees to a reference line
marked on the ground.  Initiate a lateral acceleration to approximately 35 knots groundspeed followed by a
deceleration to laterally reposition the rotorcraft in a stabilized hover 400 ft down the course within a
specified time.  The acceleration and deceleration phases shall be accomplished as single smooth
maneuvers.  The rotorcraft must be brought to within ±10 ft of the endpoint during the deceleration,
terminating in a stable hover within this band.  Overshooting is permitted during the deceleration, but will
show up as a time penalty when the pilot moves back within ±10 ft of the endpoint.  The maneuver is
complete when a stabilized hover is achieved.
c.  Description of test course.  The test course shall consist of any reference lines or markers on the
ground indicating the desired track and tolerances for the acceleration and deceleration, and markers to
denote the starting and endpoint of the maneuver.  The course should also include reference lines or
markers parallel to the course reference line to allow the pilot and observers to perceive the desired and
adequate longitudinal tracking performance, such as the example shown in Figure 26.
d. Performance standards.
Performance – Lateral Reposition
Cargo/Utility Externally SlungLoad
GVE DVE GVE DVE
DESIRED PERFORMANCE
•  Maintain longitudinal track within ±X ft: 10 ft 10 ft 10 ft 10 ft
•  Maintain altitude within ±X ft: 10 ft 10 ft 10 ft 10 ft
•  Maintain heading within ±X deg: 10 deg 10 deg 10 deg 10 deg
•  Time to complete maneuver: 18 sec 20 sec 25 sec 25 sec
ADEQUATE PERFORMANCE
•  Maintain longitudinal track within ±X ft: 20 ft 20 ft 20 ft 20 ft
•  Maintain altitude within ±X ft:  15 ft 15 ft 15 ft 15 ft
•  Maintain heading within ±X deg: 15 deg 15 deg 15 deg 15 deg
•  Time to complete maneuver: 22 sec 25 sec 30 sec 30 sec
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Figure 24.  Suggested course for hover maneuver
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Flat markers denoting
adequate performance
boundary
Cones denoting
desired performance
boundary
100 ft radius circle marked
on the ground
5 ft
Reference symbol
20 ft
5 ft
90 ft
Figure 25.  Suggested course for pirouette maneuver
START
Reference object.  Approximately
25 ft high for vertical remask.
Squares marked on ground
denoting desired and
adequate hover performance
(Vertical remask only)
Cones denoting desired
performance boundary for
lateral translation
Flat markers denoting adequate 
performance boundary for
lateral translation
15 ft
10 ft
10 ft
15 ft
24 ft sides
16 ft sides
FINISH
Figure 26.  Suggested course for sidestep and vertical remask maneuvers
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Appendix B
Optimized Controller Gains
The following table provides the final optimized gains used in this research. The units used
within the control system are rad/s, rad, and ft/s.
Table B.1: Optimized Controller Gains
Gain Description Value
Kpp Roll derivative gain 1.7076
Kφp Roll proportional gain gain 7.0059
Kφi Roll integral gain 2.6272
Kqp Pitch derivative gain 7.5542
Kθp Pitch proportional gain gain 7.9036
Kθi Pitch integral gain 2.9639
Krp Yaw derivative gain 8.3396
Kψp Yaw proportional gain gain 12.8399
Kψi Yaw integral gain 6.4200
Kup Long. velocity proportional gain gain 1.2747×10−2
Kui Long. velocity integral gain 7.9375×10−4
Kvp Lat. velocity proportional gain gain 2.5523×10−2
Kvi Lat.velocity integral gain 3.1904×10−4
Kwp Heave proportional gain gain 1.6777×10−1
Kwi Heave integral gain 2.0962×10−3
Kp2ped Roll rate to lateral cross-feed 6.7158×10−1
Kr2lat Yaw rate to lateral cross-feed 1.8356
Kr2lon Yaw rate to longitudinal cross-feed 1.7773
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